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It is needless to say that there is fierce competition for survival in todayâ€™s market. Every business
organization who wants to make his position strong in the industry has to come with quick and
innovative business ideas so as attract new customers and maintain old ones. Hence, all the
elements of a business should be functioning well in order to help the same achieve its goals. The
IT department also plays a major role in helping the company establish itself.

Server Performance

The server systems of a company store all the important information of the clients, employees, and
other details pertaining to the business. Server systems require regular upgrading so as to keep the
company at par with the latest developments in technology. Server performance is a measurement
of the extent to which the server functions well and helps the organization in realizing its objectives.
This is done through server monitoring.

Server Monitoring

Server monitoringis done to ensure that the server systems run properly and do not cause any
disruption in the work of the organization. Free flow of information between the business
organization and its third party clients is necessary to keep the firm running. Essential functions like
web hosting, website maintenance, audio and video communication and instant messaging service
facilitate smooth flow of data. And this is possible only because of server monitoring and
maintenance.

Server performance monitoring requires you to collect the following data over a period of time:

â€¢	General performance data- Such data provides help to recognize the short term trends in the
server such as memory leaks. Filtered and consolidated server performance data assists in drawing
capacity plans for the business.

â€¢	Baseline performance data- This includes such information which helps you discover gradual
changes that take place in your server system over a period of time. A comparison of current and
historical data shows ways in which you can troubleshoot problems.

â€¢	Service level reports data- This is the data which makes sure that your server performance
matches a certain standard of performance in front of performance analysts. The frequency of
collection and maintenance of this data depends on the business requirements.

Server Performance Monitoring Solutions

There are many service providers which provide effective server performance monitoring solutions
for business organizations. Some of the salient features of a typical server performance monitoring
solution are as follows:

1.	Monitoring the network interfaces of the server to control the effect of user traffic on them, and
warning administrators when the limit exceeds.

2.	Administering the CPU usage and alerting through emails or SMS when the threshold for CPU
exceeds. Some server performance monitoring solutions also provide an option of viewing CPU
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usage and trends.

3.	Monitoring server processes to keep the server health in check, and warning downtimes in the
server processes.

4.	Monitoring the entire file system and checking for threshold limits in the partitions that are setup in
the server system.

Before choosing from among the available server performance monitoring solutions, a business
organization must measure different parameters like server usage optimization, efficient running and
economical for the company.
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